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Inkwiry 
pairs intelligent 
financial life planning 
with advanced tools
so you can create
powerful strategies 
for your next 
5, 10, 15 years.
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See and build your 
best tomorrows now.

Inkwiry’s revolutionary software allows  
you to hone goals and aspirations, 
explore and organize huge amounts  
of data, analyze multiple scenarios  
and compare options. We call it 
Career Sketching™.
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Unlock the Power of Planning with Inkwiry
Build a sound strategy, achieve more and live the life you want.

Peace of mind doesn’t need to cost a fortune.

Did you know a traditional financial plan costs between $1,500 and $5,000?

With Inkwiry, for $9, you can quickly build a dynamic financial life plan (and adjust  
it yourself as needed) while growing your personal finance skills and knowledge.

We’ve made Inkwiry super affordable.
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Smart Apps  
To Make Smart Moves

Inkwiry brings business intelligence to personal and financial planning  

via integrated apps and tools so young people can make smart moves  

in life and reach their individual goals.

Successful people everywhere have one thing in common – a strategy 

 and a plan that works for them. But designing a plan requires honing 

goals and aspirations, exploring and organizing overwhelming amounts 

of data, running scenarios and comparing options. 

Inkwiry provides a methodology  to do exactly this, running data behind 

the scenes and easily simulating  life’s choices so students and young 

professionals can achieve  financial independence.
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awareness + discovery + due diligence + strategies + financial modeling = solutions

We believe in the power of Inkwiry 
 to solve problems, large and small. 
We also believe that together,  
anything is possible. 

Achieving financial independence 
gives you the freedom to focus
on the greater issues and work  
to help create win-win solutions.

Inkwiry Empowers Innovation
We envision a better world where anyone, empowered by Inkwiry’s 
business intelligence and methodology, can innovate and create 
transformative, win-win solutions to resolve the greater issues  
of today and tomorrow.

The root of Inkwiry’s core methodology starts with this equation:

We are continuously pushing
limits to create applications to
help you find faster solutions:

Smart apps
to make smart moves.
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Career Sketching 

Plan With Inkwiry

Personal Finance 101

Finance Explained

Inkwiry Spaces
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HOW CAN I LIVE MY DREAM
to do something I’m passionate  about

that rewards me financially and personally 
 and gives me the freedom to do  everything 

else I want to do?
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Are you wondering about these 10 important questions? 
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At Inkwiry, we believe everyone can achieve the 
peace of mind that comes with not having to worry 
about money. We want you to be able to illuminate 
your path and pursue your dreams, knowing the 
costs, the return on investment and your ability to 
enjoy life while making the most of it.

Whether you’re a student, a parent or a young  
professional, we want you to be able to build your 
own dynamic plan that can change and serve you 
well as you move into an uncertain future.

Why Inkwiry

What is financial
independence?
Why do I need it?

OUR DEFINITION

You achieve financial
independence when
your:

INCOME > EXPENSES
EXPENSES = WISHES

Uncover your path
to financial independence
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Yet, at this critical stage, it’s by far the most important time for you to  
start designing a vision, grow your personal finance skills and knowledge 
and build your strategy for the future. The earlier you begin, the more 
efficient your path, and the more you can limit wasting time and money by 
identifying and avoiding obstacles that could steal your dreams.

Are you ready to plan for your future? Inkwiry pairs intelligent financial life 
planning with advanced tools so you can create powerful strategies for 
your next 5, 10, 15 years.

Why Inkwiry
Students 

If you’re in high school or college, you may 
believe it’s difficult to know – or even imagine – 
where you might be in 5, 10, 15 years.

You could be thinking:
“But I don’t even know what school to attend. Or if I can 

afford it. Or what I want to do with my life.”

Join Inkwiry today and get started. 

Seriously, what will your future look like?
You have time to prepare, but there’s no time to lose.
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Why Inkwiry
Parents

being a parent can be really tough. You want 
the best for your kids, and you’d do just about 
anything for them.

“But I don’t even know what school to attend. Or if I can 

afford it. Or what I want to do with my life.” 

Yup,

Join Inkwiry today and get started. 

But sometimes they need something and you’re not sure how to provide it. 

Or even if you should? Or where to begin to figure it out?

Decisions can get particularly intense when your students reach high school and/or  

college-age. There’s a new set of issues around higher education, its associated loans and 

career preparation. Substantial costs that, if you aren’t careful, can wipe out your family’s 

resources. How do you open this conversation with your student? How can you plan for 

this phase of your family life ... together?

That’s where Inkwiry comes in. Inkwiry can help facilitate the family financial conversation 

and clarify your own best options while building personal finance skills and knowledge. 

With Inkwiry, you can build a solid strategy that rewards you and your children with 

financial independence, confidence and peace of mind.

You know this: Being a parent is really tough.
Take the guesswork out of finances and build a sound strategy.
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Where’s the fun in being out on your own? How can you possibly 
figure out what comes next? 

Start with planning. As a matter of fact, a study by Dr. Gail Matthews, 
psychology professor at the Dominican University in California, found that 
just writing down your goals on a regular basis makes it 42% more likely 
you will achieve them. Successful people everywhere have one thing in 
common: a strategy and a plan that works for them. 

Are you ready to plan your future? Inkwiry pairs intelligent financial life 
planning with advanced tools so you can create powerful strategies for 
your next 5, 10, 15 years.

The power of knowing your best path and building a solid strategy can 
reward you with financial independence, confidence and peace of mind.

Why Inkwiry
Young Professionals

Hey, where’s the safety net? Admit it, your balancing 
act of managing career, living expenses and loan   
payments is getting old … fast.

Join Inkwiry today and get started. 
The power of knowing your best path into the future.

Stop worrying and wondering – it’s easy to build a sound strategy.
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Inkwiry Career Sketches™
Explore our collection of career sketches, build your own 
sketch, run scenarios and plan your roadmap to the future.

Dig into the Career Sketch Library to discover valuable insights and powerful 
strategies to inspire your own financial life plan.

If one of the sample career sketches is similar to your own goals and 
aspirations, you can load the sketch into your Inkwiry account, and then 
customize and make it your own.

Step 1:

Drag and drop 
your life events 
to the timeline.

Step 2:

Double-click on life 
events and enter  

your information in  
Plan With Inkwiry.

Step 3:

See the outcome of 
your decisions 

before you even
make them.
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Inkwiry Sketcher™
Discover your own best number.

The Career Sketch Timeline transforms your data into an actionable plan for the future. Use the Sketcher
to see the outcome of financial decisions before you even make them. Capture your details, set goals and build 
strategies to reach them. The Financial Configurator validates your scenarios and voilá – you have a viable plan!
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Career Sketch Cards
Jeremy
Real Estate Broker, $420,429

Jeremy majors in Finance, starts as 
a Mortgage Originator, then 
switches into residential real estate. 
He earns his broker license, builds 
a realty team, gets married and 
buys a home.

Monica
Executive Chef, $449,595

Daughter of a single mom, Monica  
attends a one-year culinary program  
and works her way up to Executive  
Chef. She keeps expenses down by  
living at home, invests early, and  
starts a family.

Jeremy gets married so his net worth includes his 

partner’s income/expenses.

Monica gets married so her net worth includes 

her partner’s income/expenses.

Debt-to-Income: 14.6%

Current Ratio: 1.5x

Savings Rate: 20.4%

Debt-to-Income: 8.5%

Current Ratio: 0.7x

Savings Rate: (16.4%)
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Career Sketch Cards
Taylor
Dairy Farmer, $655,515

Taylor goes right to work, invests  
and grows her savings, advances her 
career, takes finance courses, helps 
start a farm cooperative, and prepares 
to assume management of her  
family’s organic dairy farm.

Jennifer
Master Plumber, $400,206

Jennifer completes a two-year  
program in Plumbing Technology,  
works as an apprentice for five  
years, invests her savings,  
and ultimately starts her  
own business.

Taylor gets married so her net worth includes her 

partner’s income/expenses.

Debt-to-Income: 9.6%

Current Ratio: 2.1x

Savings Rate: 33.9%

Debt-to-Income: 11.5%

Current Ratio: 2.4x

Savings Rate: 21.6%
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Debt-to-Income: 16.7%

Current Ratio: 1.1x

Savings Rate: (31.3%)
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Career Sketch Cards
Anita
Corporate Attorney, $1,307,900

Anita completes law school at the 
University of Texas, balances high 
loan payments with frugal spending, 
and advances to a Senior Associate, 
focusing on the energy sector. She 
gets married and starts a family. 

Sam
Software Architect, $1,343,248

Sam attends USC and climbs  
the career ladder at leading tech  
firms in Seattle. He accelerates  
his student loan payments, does  
freelance work, invests in 
real estate and starts a family.

Anita gets married so her net worth includes  

her partner’s income/expenses.

Sam gets married so his net worth includes 

his partner’s income/expenses.

Debt-to-Income: 12.7%

Current Ratio: 1.6x

Savings Rate: 42.6%

Debt-to-Income: 9.0%

Current Ratio: 1.3x

Savings Rate: 48.1%
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Debt-to-Income: 8.2%

Current Ratio: 1.7x

Savings Rate: (8.0%)

Debt-to-Income: 16.8%

Current Ratio: 1.3x

Savings Rate: (16.9%)
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Career Sketch Cards
Calvin
Master Electrician, $702,555

Calvin begins his career by  
completing a four-year electrician  
apprenticeship program, achieves  
Master Electrician status, starts  
a family and buys a home.

Jay
Construction Manager, $341,625

With more than 800 hours of mandatory 
work experience, Jay graduates from 
Clemson University with a degree in 
Construction Science & Management. 
He focuses on residential construction 
management in Concord, NC.

Calvin gets married so his net worth includes his 

partner’s income/expenses.

Debt-to-Income: 16.2%

Current Ratio: 0.4x

Savings Rate: 54.3%

Debt-to-Income: 14.9%

Current Ratio: 0.5x

Savings Rate: (1.9)%
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Inkwiry Connect: Expand your universe, hone 
your vision and uncover opportunities.

Navigation Tool: Get started quickly in Inkwiry. 
Eight steps to finding your 5, 10, 15 year number. 

Inkwiry Sight: View, organize, and edit your  
Inkwiry universe.

Address Book: Collaborate with friends, family 
and colleagues; share career sketches, scenarios.

Tutorials: Access quick start tutorials; your key  
to using the Financial Configurator.

Life Event Library: Consider 15 major life events. 
Then, navigate directly to the module in the FC.

Inkwiry FC: Simulate the outcome of future life 
decisions before you actually need to make them.

Inkwiry Spaces: Seven-dimensional planning made 
easy: Me • Us • Pro • Money • Fun • Fit • Spirit

Inkwiry Sense: Boost your awareness, hone goals. 
Take the Awareness and Discovery challenges.

My Dashboard: Visualize your 5, 10, 15 year financial 
life plan with all your analytics in one place.

Sketcher: Drag and drop life events to the timeline 
and create a road map to the future.

Sketches: Explore the valuable insights and powerful 
strategies that drive Inkwiry’s Career Sketch Library. 

Desktop
 Easily navigate Inkwiry’s suite of Apps + Tools.

The Desktop displays all of Inkwiry’s applications and advanced tools.
Navigate your Inkwiry universe with a single click.
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Plan With Inkwiry
Plan With Inkwiry allows students and families  
to financially plan the next 5, 10, 15 years  
in 90 minutes or less in a guided, step-by-step 
process. Save and compare scenarios, see  
the outcome of decisions before you even  
make them.

PowerUp101PERSONAL FINANCE

Plan With Inkwiry

Personal Finance 101 is a fun, engaging and 
competitive way for students to learn the 
foundations of personal finance in an online, 
gamified, blended learning experience. 
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Dashboard
Uncover your
path to financial
independence

Click on the Net Worth, Assets + 
Liabilities, and Retirement Account 
tabs to get relevant graphs based on 
your financial details entered into the 
Financial Configurator.
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Financial Configurator™
Build your story, run your data

Get the big picture
to the tiniest detail using the

Financial Configurator
and plan your next 15 years.
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Financial Independence
Begin your journey – this is your moment.
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Life Event Library™
Your life in Inkwiry – a global view. Inkwiry Active Simulator Panel™

Visualize your
career scenarios
every step
of the way.

Create new career 
sketches and change 
scenarios in the innovative 
Active Simulator panel. 

Load existing Inkwiry 
sketches, shared sketches 
and your own sketches to 
check net worth values.

Easily remove scenarios from career sketches and 
delete career sketches.

Share selected scenarios and career sketches 
 with others in your address book.
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View, organize and edit your Inkwiry universe

Inkwiry Sight™
A career sketch is a combination of scenarios – 
 only one scenario per module – that comprises  a 
complete 5, 10, 15 year plan. 

Career sketches can be created and named from 
the Simulator Panel.

When you load a career sketch, all the scenarios 
that make up that sketch will be loaded to the 
Simulator Panel.

Scenarios are created when you complete a 
module and save your inputs using Inkwiry Sight.

Use Inkwiry Sight to instantly load, save, or delete 
your scenarios. And, you can load scenarios that 
your friends, family, or trusted colleagues have 
shared with you using Inkwiry Sight.

When working in the FC, conveniently jot down 
your thoughts in a personal, module-specific 
journal – My Saved Notes.
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Awareness Challenge

Take the Awareness Challenge and 
gear up with essential knowledge for 
the future. Just 15 minutes in the
Inkwiry Sense Challenge can improve 
 your chances of success.

Inkwiry Sense Challenge™

Discovery Challenge

Assess your financial knowledge.  
Exactly how well do you know  
personal finance? Put your knowledge 
to the test and see how you score in 
the Discovery Challenge.
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Inkwiry Spaces™
Seven-dimensional planning made easy
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Explore Your Spaces

Discover all seven of your 
dimensions and how they 
work together to 
synchronize your strategies.

Plan 5, 10, 15 Years

Build confidence as you  
develop a mindset for the 
future. Form your big  
picture and then construct
the details.

Intuitive Planning

Work with your seven
dimensions as you move
through a logical planning
process.

Building Blocks

Activate building blocks in 
each dimension to develop 
knowledge, skills, and form 
a stronger path.

Assess + Validate

Get your plan into the FC 
to see if your ideas pencil 
out. Financial modeling is
essential to success. 

Integrated Tools

Inkwiry Sense, the FC 
and Connect help raise 
your awareness and offer 
insights to your own best 
solutions.
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Inkwiry Spaces™
Find your answers to  
the Big Question
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Plan your future. Align your  

your dreams and vision with your 

Spaces in an intuitive interface:

Me

Us

Pro

Money

Fun 

Fit

Spirit

HOW CAN I LIVE MY DREAM (ME)

to do something I’m passionate about (PRO)

that rewards me financially (MONEY)  
and personally (SPIRIT) 

and gives me the freedom to do
everything else I want to do (US, FUN, FIT).
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Finance Explained
Explore a complete financial life  
glossary built just for you

Get smarter about your money with a free 
weekly email, Finance Explained. Each article 
describes a financial topic in detail, using 
examples to make difficult concepts easy  
to understand.

Inkwiry also provides 200 definitions of 
financial terms and 300 quick links to 
resources providing a deeper dive into  
a myriad of financial topics.
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The Power of Financial Life Planning
A video series focusing on strategies to add $115k  
or more to a sketch’s net worth.

Higher Education Strategies

√ Graduate on time (in four years instead of five)

√  Start working one year earlier since graduating on time

√  Start investing three years earlier due to less debt from 
Higher Education

√  Increase 401(k) contributions from 4% to 6% due to less 
debt from Higher Education

Results in $115k+ net worth
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Career Strategies

√ Repay student loans in seven years instead of 10

√ Save on rent by living with friends and making some 
meals at home

√ Earn more by acquiring the right skills and knowledge 
for career advancement

√ Start investing five years earlier

Results in $161k+ net worth
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Online Courses to Help You Achieve More in Your Life

This 15-lesson, online course is 
designed to help students and young 
professionals create a financial life  
plan and career sketch for the next  
5, 10, 15 years.

As users study and build a career 
sketch, they gain a fundamental 
understanding of financial concepts, 
terms and computations - vital 
information for navigating the future 
and making informed financial  
life decisions.

Illuminate your path and develop lifelong skills.
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Personal Finance PowerUp 

The goal of this course is to develop 
and improve users’ knowledge of 
personal finance, so they can make 
informed financial life decisions, grow 
their net worth, strive for their own 
version of financial independence, and 
achieve more in life.

PowerUp Lite for short, builds a 
foundation of skills and knowledge that 
empower users to strategize as they 
develop a viable financial life plan. 

Personal Finance PowerUp Lite 
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Personal Finance 101
A fun way to learn financial life skills

Personal Finance 101 is a fun, engaging and 
competitive way for students to learn the 
foundations of personal finance in an online, 
gamified, blended learning experience. 

In less than five hours, Personal Finance 101 
delivers the financial life skills and knowledge 
students will need to manage their finances 
during higher education, careers and beyond.
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Inkwiry can help you 
up your game.

01 Design a strategy and a plan aligned with  
your vision. Plan for as many as 15 years into  
the future.

02 Discover what makes you tick. When you 
know and are comfortable with your own 
priorities you have a solid foundation for 
making your own best decisions.

03 Avoid life’s traps and pitfalls, which means 
you end up with money saved plus money 
not lost.

04 Figure out where to start and how 
to assemble all your information in a 
meaningful way.

05 Raise your awareness. Expand your universe  
and be prepared to take advantage of 
opportunities as they arise.

06 Minimize risk while maximizing reward 
– use Inkwiry’s tools to find and evaluate 
investments of your time and money, so 
you avoid risky moves and focus on the most 
advantageous ones.

07 Test your scenarios, find your best options  
and hone your strategy with Inkwiry’s  
Simulator Engine.

08 Become a self-learner. Inkwiry builds critical 
thinking skills and gives you the tools to 
enhance financial literacy.

09 Grow your confidence. Knowing your path 
and proving its viability banishes worry about 
money and fear of failure.

10 Discover valuable insights and launch  
powerful strategies.

10 WAYS
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PLANNING WORKS

GET THE CONFIGURATOR

REMEMBER: Just writing down 
your goals on a regular basis 
makes it 42% more likely  

you will achieve them.
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Inkwiry is super affordable 

Inkwiry is easy, fast, effective.

√ Easy to use:  
Just drag and drop life events to 
the timeline, enter your  details, 
and Inkwiry does the rest.

√ Fast: 
Change a value and Inkwiry 
instantly reconfigures your data.

√ Effective:  
Create a dynamic plan that adjusts 
to changing situations. Evaluate 
your options to minimize risk and  
maximize reward.

√ Visual and intuitive:  
Charts, graphs and other 
visualizations provide deeper 
understanding of your data. 
Download reports and financial  
statements.

√ Accessible, anytime, anywhere: 
Your data and scenarios are within 
your grasp whenever you have 
questions to ask and ideas to test.

√ Shareable: 
Create career sketches, collaborate 
with friends and family to find your 
own best number.
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www.inkwiry.com

See and build  
your best tomorrows now.


